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"March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb”.
This proverb refers to the fact that the month of March usually starts with cold, bitter, stormy weather but then gets mild and pleasant.
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It started cold on the first day of March this year when Rugby was blasted by a
storm of criticism contained in a letter signed by more than 70 leading doctors.
There was nothing mild or pleasant about its contents or the suggestions it made.
In an open letter to the UK Government et al, the signatories, half of them were
“experts” based in North America, called for a ban on full-contact rugby in schools
because they said the risk of serious injury is too high. They suggested the traditional game should be replaced by touch rugby or tag for Under-18s as this group
was vulnerable to injuries from tackles and scrums. They did, however, add that
the benefits of team sport could be maintained if a safer form were played.
This was no way to celebrate the feast day of the patron saint of Wales, where
rugby is part of its national culture and the tackling of the national team renowned.
No wonder the sport, already combating the dangers of concussion, reacted to this
challenge with a stout defence and a spirited counter attack.
World Rugby responded in a media release. "Our number one priority is player
welfare and this includes head injury prevention. As a global governing body, our
responsibility is to minimise the risk in our sport and we continue to be committed
to making rugby as safe and enjoyable as possible for all ages through education
and promotion of correct preparation and playing techniques, prevention strategies
and minimising and managing the risks associated with one of the world’s fastestgrowing team sports". A very long sentence but you get the message?
This was echoed from Twickenham.
"The RFU takes player safety extremely seriously and this is at the core of all the training of
coaches, referees, medics and the players
themselves, at all levels of the game. High
quality coaching, officiating, medical support
and player behaviour, in line with rugby’s core
values, all contribute to reducing the risk of
injury occurring".
Rugby in its simplest form is based on three
things Possession, Support and Tackling. Without the latter, it would just not be
Rugby as we know it.
CONTACT advocates safe tackling and is no friend of the "Big Hit". It also believes
in tackling problems rather than letting them fester. In this instance, there is a potential problem that parents may be persuaded by this letter to perceive youth
rugby as too dangerous and as a consequence prevent their children playing.
Readers will recall CONTACT has addressed this issue several times in the past.
This edition continues the debate about making rugby safer. Read on.
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TACKLING THE PROBLEM (continued)
Parents anxiety could be reduced if they believed coaches and referees fully recognised the risks associated with
the degree of physical contact of rugby today. The risks associated with poor and dangerous tackling must be minimized. Mums and Dads need to have confidence in the coaching and officiating their children receive.
Under the headline We can tackle and stay safe, Sir Clive Woodward wrote "There needs to be an understanding
that not everything you see in professional rugby is appropriate for the junior game". His remark echoes what
CONTACT has been claiming for ages.... " Since Rugby went "open" in 1995, Rugby is now two games."
Sir Clive continued "The front-on or upright tackle is not something amateur players should be allowed to make as
they are not physically equipped to do this. It should not take long to create a clear set of rules that allow full on
tackling but minimises the risk of injury and I would welcome this".
Could this lead to different laws for amateur players? CONTACT has advocated this. The “seamless” game World
Rugby boasts about preserving has Pro / Am elements that are poles apart. It’s time to cater for each separately.
For example, drop the tackle line to the waist. This was an experimental variation trialled in the Laws Laboratory
when it was realised early on that the adoption of the “Big Hit” tackle in the professional game was a potential injury causing method for amateur players. The EV raised the quality of tackling around the legs which saw the ball
carrier brought to ground effectively but a single tackler could not stop the offload pass. The ball carrier had to be
taken high to achieve this. The ban on tackling a player above the waist was dropped when the ball carriers began
to run hunched over, making it almost impossible for them to be tackled legally under the variation. I think we could
have found a way to effect a safe tackle on such ball carriers had we continued with the experiment but our student
guinea pigs were not happy so....
Sir Clive also concluded that it would be wrong to flatly ignore what the doctors are saying and that it would itself
be dangerous to shrug off the concerns they have expressed. Agreed. There are things we can and should do as a
referees’ society to minimise risks by working with others to recognise and control them.
Rugby is potentially dangerous as are other contact sports. Coaches must teach newcomers safe methods of tackling. We know that safety must be a referees top priority. Chest high tackles approaching the shoulder line must be
corrected and players told to tackle lower. Coaches must accept this preventive measure and if the young players
do not conform, they should substitute them. Sanctions imposed by the referees remain an option otherwise.
CUDRRS is committed to and has a splendid record of providing competent referees to youth rugby.
The negative criticism of this letter should be answered with positive action. We should reappraise how safely we
are refereeing under 18's rugby at school and clubs. CUDRRS should take a lead by discussing with school masters and club coaches what more we could do jointly to take even greater care of young players.
Within our society, we have many members with vast experience of coaching and refereeing youth rugby. We
enjoy good and friendly relations with youth coaches and teachers. What we need is for every youth game in our
county to be refereed by competent and safety aware officials whether society appointed or not.
CUDRRS should be working with Cambridgeshire Rugby Union to recruit more referees for the society where they
will learn safe refereeing or offer to train club referees to referee better and safely.
CUDRRS should try to regain from the RFU basic training responsibilities and establish locally based training
courses for those interested in refereeing. CUDRRS should be represented at all local ELRA courses.
SMACs should be encouraging clubs to join with CUDRRS to reassure parents about the competence of the
coaches and referees that take charge of the matches in which their children play.
We should take advantage of this experience and relationships to
broaden our society's mission to include "Better and Safer Refereeing
for Better and Safer Rugby". It would underline that we do care.
No problem in this tackle in U11’s Shelford v Welwyn. The Welwyn
youngsters, two on one, effect a tackle but the Shelford lad, coached
to carry the ball in two hands, will be able to off load the ball to a supporting team mate.
This looks like a tackle made safely and deserving of praise from the
referee to all three players. Mike Arbuckle would surely agree with
this approach. Encourage them to do things right.
Judging only by this photo, there seems a disparity in size which
leads the debate towards asking whether the RFU should adopt the age/size organisation of youth rugby like New
Zealand. There the Rugby Union has weight cut-off criteria for age grades which require players over a given
weight to move up an age grade to facilitate them playing with similar sized players. Good idea?
CONTACT would like to know what readers think about this matter and what measures CUDRRS should include in
its Development Action Plan take to tackle this safety issue.
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MIND YOUR HEAD
Law 10c states that a player must not tackle (or try to tackle) an opponent above the line of the shoulders even if
the tackle starts below the line of the shoulders.
A tackle around the opponent’s neck or head is dangerous play.
These photos appear on the Cambridge RUFC website. It seems that if you play for Cambridge be sure to mind
your head. Two players are on the receiving end of the Canterbury crunch.

On occasions, they have to be prepared to duck to avoid blood on sand.
Whatever the law says, players will on occasions make dangerous tackles
either by accident or design. Referees must take preventive action as
soon as they see a high tackle or evidence of a “near miss”.
They must act on the first occasion. If they decide it is a foul, they must
penalise and, before play resumes, make it clear to both sides that such
tackles are not acceptable. Set a standard and keep to it.
If they decide it is not dangerous play deserving a penalty, then they
should at least have a cautionary word with the player responsible for the
“miss”. At the earliest opportunity in “down time”, referees should be
proactive and remind both sides to keep their tackles low and legitimate.
This won’t guarantee that there will be no dangerous tackle later but the
referee will have attempted to prevent it and can confidently and justifiably
impose the appropriate sanction, kick and /or card.
The way Law 8 Advantage is used is affected by foul play. Depending on the temper of the game, the seriousness
of the foul and its impact, the possibility of a score occurring soon etc, it might be best to forget advantage and deal
with the offence. If advantage is played, referees should tell the players the offence has been seen. When advantage is taken or declared over, the referee should take appropriate action.

THE THINGS THEY SAY
Craig Maxwell Keys : Hope all is well - I thoroughly enjoy reading these Contact issues. Please do let the committee know I will gladly pop down for a monthly meeting to lead on a topic of the society’s choice.
Match Reports :The captains played guess which hand the rock is in (the ref had forgotten his coins),
Alex did not roll away at the ruck. Sir had seen enough, giving him an enforced ten minute break.
Before the match the referee was overheard to say that he expected us to concede the game
after 30 minutes. Clearly he didn’t know about this team’s resolve.
Ill discipline and ref not knowing the laws was our downfall. Need to learn from this.
But the referee was unsighted and gave another 5 metre scrum.
Rowan Kitt : Just had our third child - a son finally! Bit busy with other rugby but will try and contribute something
soon. Saracens v Saints this weekend. Editor: Some tricky references made to TMO Rowan. Dickson’s try “iffy”.
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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IT’S MUCH SAFER TO PLAN
Far greater emphasis is placed these days on training and developing referees to “manage” a game rather than to
“control” it. Management is now the key word for referees at all levels.
Planning is one of the most important management techniques. If you plan effectively, you can reduce much of the
time and effort you will have to spend solving problems you could have anticipated. You can avoid pressure on
your refereeing, player dissent and loss of confidence in your ability and prove more than equal to the task in hand.
However, to manage effectively you not only need a Plan A but also a Plan B. This was the thrust of Mike Tutty’s
presentation to the March meeting of CUDRRS at Shelford RUFC. It proved an enlightening and enjoyable session
with Mike’s Australian “no nonsense” approach engaging everyone in the discussions.
The session was centred around a video of a Championship (Level 2) game with a young referee having problems
in managing a persistently collapsing scrum. He stuck religiously to his Plan A regardless and got lost.
Mike calls a “spide” a “spide” and urged his audience to come off the fence and make decisions about what they
viewed. That’s what referees are supposed to do after all. He advocated FORWARD THINKING which all positive
referees will do if they really want to become better referees. Even at Community level Rugby, players prepare
these days to get fit and devise tactics. Referees should spend time doing the same and improve their knowledge
of the game so that there are fewer surprises on the pitch for them to deal with. Players, including youngsters,
watch TV and are eager to copy things they see done at higher levels. How the professionals play both the game,
and the referee, then cascade down to club third teams and schoolboy matches. FORWARD THINKING means
getting prepared and ready for the challenge. It is much safer that way.
Positive referees will ask themselves these questions.
What game Plan (s) do I have? What am I going to do before the game? Have I prepared what I will say?
What happens if I have problems during the game?
What if my Plan A does not work?
Should the latter be the case some referees will panic, blow their whistle more often and end up “yellow carding” all
and sundry. (And they will likely be thinking: Oh! How I wish this game was over and I could call No Side)
You are refereeing. There is a problem. It’s decision time: Fight or Flight. You are a CUDRRS referee. You have
prepared and you do have a Plan B. You will not quit. You will see this through. Your Plan B will be implemented.
Should that not work, you have further back up in Plans C and D. Every solution you apply which works should
then be stored in your tool box of experiences for use next time.
Your Plan A should include identifying threats e.g. Deliberate or repeated infringement, players keep questioning.
Identify the threats and move to Plan B. For example, after two resets of the scrum, there are the FK and PK sanctions or you could call the front rows together and repeat what was agreed in the pre-brief.
The problem persists. Plan C requires clear identification of its source and a final word with a caution about tougher
action. (If you won’t scrummage properly, then we’ll try someone from your bench). Plan D is the ultimate weapon.
If you best efforts do not produce the goods, then the cards have to be played. Yellow and Red as necessary.
Referees should have a set of game plans to cover scrum, lineout, ruck, maul, tackle and offside.
In CUDRRS we aim to train our referees to
See what is right and leave well alone
See what is wrong and know why
Know how to correct it and do so
This principle is applied to all aspects of play. Getting it right demands a high enough level of referee fitness and
stamina to maintain mental alertness throughout the match. Being in the right position to make decisions is too.
If you know the mechanics of scrummaging, you will realise that tight head props have the ability to control which
way the scrum moves and the potential to destroy its stability. Plan A should include checking whether their feet,
shape, shoulders and bind are contributing to safe, steady and straight scrums. Do the front rows adopt the Tower
of Power stance? Recognising which pack is dominant in the scrum assists the referee to identify why, how or who
causes collapses. Penalising the right culprit is then more likely and the players will know you know.
Without a clearly defined plan and set of goals, referees will go from game to game aimlessly throughout each season with no clear idea of where they're going. Forward thinking and planning give referees the ability to better anticipate and prepare for challenges. As Chairman Charles said in winding up the meeting “Failing to Plan is Planning to Fail”. Mike Tutty gave us food for thought. Consume and enjoy.

MEETING DATES
There will not be a monthly training meeting in April because of the Annual Dinner and Ladies Night event.
The next formal meeting will be the Annual General Meeting on Tuesday 17th May 2016. The venue has not yet
been booked but is likely to be Shelford RUFC. Hon. Secretary Tyrrell will notify members in due course.
Remember, every member can stand for office or volunteer to assist those elected. Make 2016-17 the season
when CUDRRS is spoiled for choice in management nominations and the number of members who offer their help.
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GOOD MOURNING, TK
When you have retired from work, it is important that you keep active, or even keep acting. An example.
Being President of Cambridgeshire Rugby Union and occasionally helping out CUDRRS with a refereeing or
advising appointment has not proved sufficient activity for Tony Kennedy (TK). He has sought pastures new and
found one virtually on his own doorstep.
The second series of “Grantchester”, an ITV detective drama set in the 1950's, is being filmed in his village.
A chance to appear in it as an extra was too good for him to miss. He was attracted by the Thespian Society's
motto "Act well your part; there all the honour lies", a motto that could well have described how he approached his
working and sporting lives.
He certainly brought honour to CUDRRS in his decades of refereeing. In 2003, he was awarded the Valued Volunteer certificate for services to Rugby in England, presented to him by the then RFU President, Robert Horner, in a
ceremony at Grange Road.
Tony (or Anthony - his stage name) has appeared in Episodes 2 and 3 in scenes shot in the church of St Andrew
and St Mary next door to him.

Here he is seen as a member of the congregation at a memorial service for someone killed in the episode.
His portrayal of a mourner was impressive, albeit brief, and his name did not appear in the credits. Therefore,
a BAFTA nomination is not anticipated this time although doing a "sad face" took quiet a bit of acting for him .
However, he might stand a chance to play a bigger part in the production. As an experienced detective in real life,
he could give advice on modern police methods to actor Robson Green, who plays Detective Inspector George
Keating or be a possible stand in for DI Keating provided he can master a Geordie accent. Wey-Aye.
CONTACT will continue to watch the programme and will report on any further development in the small screen
career of our star performer. Break a leg TK. (Not literally of course!)
Photo shot with my iPad

NEW FACES
These three attended their first society meeting on 8th March.
Our guest speaker was Mike Tutty, Coaching and Development Officer for the Hertfordshire
Society of Referees, now members of the Eastern Counties Referees Federation.
Mike was a National Panel referee for several years and is particularly interested in helping
referees at Levels 8 to 10 to improve.
His talk “Forward Thinking” was aimed at encouraging all referees to plan how they will approach each game. The key message was always have a Plan B because Plan A doesn’t always go well. Mike’s point is to always have a Plan B that you can implement and even have a
Plan C or D, but have a backup plan. The choice is between fight or flight. It’s never giving up.
We welcomed two new members.
This is Ben Coady, aged 15, and a
pupil at The Leys School.
Ben is a new probationer member
and listened and learned a lot from
Mike’s presentation.
If there is trouble in the scrum, the
tight head is the one to watch.

Matthew Wilson, no relation,
to PW, is another new probationer member
He is originally from Watford
and came to Cambridge last
December to work as a tax
accountant with Ernst Young.
of which member Peter
Coulthard is a director.
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GETTING BETTER
What have you learned this season about your strengths and weaknesses and what have you done to become a better referee?
This was the topic allocated by the Editor at the March meeting to Bill Griffiths, one of our probationer referees.
Six members volunteered to contribute articles for future issues of CONTACT and were given topics to write about.
As a physician, one would expect Bill to diagnose any problem he has on the field before prescribing a remedy, with or without consultation. This article tells of his early
experiences as a novice Level 13 referee and his assessment of how he is doing.
I passed my ELRA Level 2 in February last year so this has been my first full season.
I’ve received useful advice from fellow referees and advice of sorts from coaches.
The latter has been a mixture of advice and biased comment.
At half time during my first or second game, I remember very clearly one of the Shelford
U13 coaches telling me “You need to police the rucks, otherwise I’ll tell my players to
start cheating like the other team is”.
I thought at the time this was fair comment. I think he had a point there. The second half seemed to go better anyway. The problem I found early on is I did not really know what I had missed, unless someone said it very clearly.
However, with experience, improved fitness and mental agility, I think I am now seeing at least most of what is going on .
Another example was to do with offside at the scrum. I think I was focusing too much on one particular aspect
which meant I didn’t see other goings on. Some things I learnt the hard way as it wasn't taught in the course
syllabus. For example, I soon realized I should make a clear note of which team kicked off in which direction for
the second half! I also didn’t have a good system for writing down the score - I do now. Sometimes I did not correctly identify the line for the conversion after a try. These are things that readers will be taking for granted I am
sure, and for me are now ingrained having initially been weaknesses.
I am definitely more organised now than I was at first. I guess my improved approach is to try and go through a
mental tick box for all aspects be it the pre-match, the start, set pieces, breakdown / rucks and the like.
There is no doubt that fitness and keeping up with play makes it so much easier to spot what is going on and make
the correct decision. So I believe some areas of previous weakness have now become strengths. I feel I am controlling games well although usually at some point during the second half the level of discipline seems to deteriorate.
Just before this weekend I felt that a weakness of mine in one or two games had been I was not firm enough. I
haven’t shown a yellow card yet but in the U18 colts game I got landed in when I was due to do U13 a month or so
back , I definitely should have shown a couple . This would have got my message across more clearly as they were
absolutely up to no good combined with yapping at me like no tomorrow and on a boggy as hell pitch.
I didn’t feel that I had done well here. This is more of a game management issue that we heard Mike Tutty talk
about - having a plan A, B and C. I think I still need to work on this aspect and make it a strength.
I applied this tougher approach and it worked today. I had a good game, nipping the deterioration in the bud with a
firm and clear word with both teams and coaches when it flared up.
I have to say I am really enjoying refereeing. It is not always easy to take criticism but I try to use it to my advantage for next time. Maybe one day I will get compliments from some of the losing coaches as well. Looking forward
to the remainder of the season.
Editor’s comments
Thanks Bill. This is just the sort of contribution CONTACT welcomes as it fits in what this newsletter wants
to achieve, the sharing of experiences which will help us all to become better referees.
Been there? I expect many of us will say having read Bill’s story. The next question is how CUDRRS will
contribute to Bill’s and other’s development so that they all realise their potential.
The strength and weakness of our officials can be identified by assessment both externally by advisers
and internally through a personal assessment process after each game. How did I do? What could I have
done better? Put it into your log book for future reference. Where can I get help?
The answer to the last question is CUDRRS. You can be linked with a coach, mentor or buddy, dependent
upon the intensity of your desire to get on. Your Personal Development Plan registered with our Grading
and Assessment Manager will secure regular assessment and advice for you. Our monthly training meetings provide further opportunities for you to raise your problems and find solutions. Ask CONTACT to
provide information on aspects of refereeing you feel you want to know more about.
In essence, it means the level of enjoyment you will get out of refereeing is proportional to what you put
into it. You decide. Bill has apparently made up his mind and help is on the way. What about you?
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WINNING BY MILES
Jeff Miles boys, Matt and Adam, are seen here with grim and determined faces on their way to victories.
Matt played for England Counties against France Federale on 11th March. The team had
quite a Cambridge connection. Head coach was James Shanahan who coaches Matt at
Old Albanians and also coaches Cambridge University. Dan Seal, James Stokes and Brett
Daynes from the Grantchester Road club were also in the squad.
The Counties had a resounding 32-3 victory over France but their six match unbeaten run
had been ended by Scotland Club XV a fortnight earlier. Shanners said it was a muchimproved performance which restored some confidence amongst the team. Matt shares
hooker duties in the squad with Tom Cowan Dickie, elder brother of Luke who is an England international. Matt runs fast with ball in hand and made some good breaks besides
tackling hard in his typical fashion. At 34, he is the oldest in the squad but is able to show
his heels to his younger team mates.
Matt has been helped on his way to the top by those CUDRRS members who have refereed him, one who showed him how to kick a ball at Sawston RFC and another who when
a policeman assisted him to change a wheel in Cambridge on a Saturday night. CUDRRS
is more than a referees’ society, its a family of friends.
Down at Henham, the younger Adam, has been doing the business on the wing for Saffron Walden. Here he is seen handing off a Cantabrigian player whilst carrying the ball in
his other arm. Has his father been coaching him? Walden won 32-10.
Jeff, modestly, claims no credit for the success both his sons have achieved but he does
bask in the glow of it, rightly so. There were more winning smiles seen at Grange Road on
23rd March when Saffron Walden outpointed Shelford Nomads in the County Cup Final by
35 points to 22. Adam was once again amongst the try scorers to the delight of his
mother Sue.
Before the final, Jon Evans was interviewed by Steve Jackson for Radio
Cambridgeshire. He used the opportunity to appeal for more recruits to
refereeing, particularly young people. CUDRRS almost unique record of
appointing to all matches in the County down to Under 13 will only be
sustained by a constant inflow of rugby lovers to the ranks of match officialdom.
Jon and County chairman, Alasdair Bouvaird, predicted accurately that
the match would be fiercely contested. The pace at times was fast and
frenetic and provided a fine spectacle of running rugby for the crowd,
without one foul being committed.
CUDRRS team of three men in black and a man with a board to count
players on and off, kept the coolest heads despite the screaming of partisan spectators who roared for and against some refereeing decisions.
Jon’s interview was followed by a recording of Will Smith singing Men in Black.
”The good guys dress in black, remember that just in case we ever face to face and make
CONTACT”. Spike, Jon, Paul and Charles have. Spike not in drag this time.
Walden now move on to their last few league games with a great chance of finishing top of the
table and being promoted to London Division One and Level 6. Their club captain wasted no
time in celebrating the completion of the first leg of a possible double. The cup was presented
by CUDRRS celebrity, Tony Kennedy, nearing the end of his first year as County President.

CUPPERS FINALS OFF
“Love is all around me“ sang Wet Wet Wet in the film Four Weddings and a Funeral. No one was singing at
Grange Road on Thursday 10th March. So wet, wet, wet was the pitch that Three Matches and no Final could be
filmed. The three finals had to be postponed and are now likely to be played sometime after 10th April in the Easter
term. Yet another headache for John Naylor and Stuart Graveston this seaon but with their typical stoicism they will
no doubt cope.
The principal cup competition has the triumvirate of Corpus Christi, Clare and Kings facing Emmanuel.
St Catharine’s and Downing are to contest The Plate whilst Queens and Homerton will do battle for The Shield.
Several CUDRRS members have more than a passing interest in the results. Students Calum Worsley and
Josh Marks will be cheering on Emmanuel. Queens’ will be supported by Professor Martin Dixon, Fellow Rowan
Kitt, Jamie Banks and Will Fenby. Tom Northcote hopes Downing do well whilst John Hanlon hopes victory will
come to his short term alma mater, Homerton.
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ALPHA AND OMEGA - the beginning and the end
The beginning of this season saw Rowan Kitt
in charge of the derby between Ely and Newmarket.
The men in black suffered a severe mauling at
the hands of the Tigers. Over one hundred
scratches were sustained.
Since then they have taken to heart those Will
Smith lyrics “Here come the Men in Black. the
galaxy defenders”. They now have a tighter
defence which has brought improved results
Hopefully, they will survive the drop.

At the end of the season came the County Cup
Final.
Just one collapsed scrum late in the game after
front row replacements and tired legs had an
effect.
And the ball was put in straight and hooked.
Real rugby is alive and well at grassroots.
CUDRRS will help to keep it that way.

HAPPY ENDING
The season finishes on a happy note for these referees who have been upgraded recently.
Paul Wilson is now at Level 7 following a year in which he has put in the effort to become an even better referee
and pursued his Personal Development Plan. Maxime Guitet has been elevated to Numero Dix. (L10)
Luigi Murton has progressed to Level 11 and our two students from Queens’ College, Jamie Banks and
Will Fenby, have completed their post-ELRA matches and are now graded at Level 13.
Congratulations and best wishes to them all. May they continue to develop and realise their full potential.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
The next issue of CONTACT will be the last of the season. Several members have promised to contribute articles
for it and some have already been received. Thank you. Keep them coming.
This is good news as the May 2016 CONTACT will be truly your newsletter.
Items for readers to look forward to include
CATCH 22 - Solutions for posers In-Goal
ONE LAW I WOULD CHANGE - Thoughts about maximising the time the ball is in play.
PLAYING ADVANTAGE - A suggested process for getting it right when judging territorial and tactical gains.
LICENSED TO REFEREE - Views on a proposal to introduce a mandatory registration system.
MY BEST GAME THIS SEASON - A story which confirms refereeing with CUDRRS is fun.
RUGBY’S VALUES THREATENED - Press report about Increased levels of referee abuse.
ANNUAL DINNER AND LADIES NIGHT 2016
It is hoped CONTACT will include photos of this event. Some members have promised to send in the pictures they
take. All the more the merrier, so if you go to the Dinner and “click”, please send your efforts by email to the editor.
Bon appétit.

